Parrett’s extensive experience with awning windows allowed us to create this unique unit to meet our customer’s specific goals.

This awning unit was installed into a high-end residential “bartop” application and was designed to be without sill framing to provide a smooth, unobtrusive experience when the window is in the opened position.

As the awning sash is approx. 34 square feet, a unique piston operating hardware solution was employed that allowed this heavier sash to be quickly and easily operated. Parrett also employed a glazing technique typically used in hurricane impact rated units, helping to ensure that this awning unit will remain stable and secure for the lifetime of the window.

**Piston Awning Window Snapshot**
- **Construction:** Aluminum Clad
- **Sash Thickness:** 3-1/2”
- **Factory Finishing:** Exterior Factory Painted, Unfinished Ponderosa Pine Interior

**Preserving America’s Architectural Heritage**
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Piston Awning Specifications

**Construction:** Aluminum Clad Construction with Ponderosa Pine Interior

**Frame Size:** 96” W x 54” H

**Sash Thickness:** 3-1/2”

**Jamb Depth:** 4-9/16”

**Sill:** None (Customer Request)

**Factory Finishing:** Sherwin Williams Poly Paint *(Custom Color)*

**Interior Finishing:** Unfinished (Stain Grade)

**Grilles:** 7/8” Wide Horizontal and 2” Vertical SDL Bar Combination

**Accessories:** Aluminum Drip Cap, Vinyl Nailing Fin

**Hardware:** Piston Operated Hardware, Multipoint Locking Latch and (2) Pulls, Heavy Duty 4” Ball Bearing Hinges

**Durability, True Quality, & Simply Beautiful**

**Experience The Difference!**

*Temporary Sill Shown in Production Images Above*